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ABSTRACT

Signs are forms of indication. Symbols are cultural, personal, or social interpretations of
signs. The letters of our alphabet are signs. The sign of the cross may be the symbol for

Catholics, Christians, Mayans, Nazis, Swiss, etc. When an animal breaks a branch in the
forest the branch is a sign. When a broken branch is discovered, whatever the interpretation
may be is a symbol. If one hundred people are asked for their interpretation of one sign, one

hundred answers or symbols may be given.

The idea for this research is a clear parallel to Victor Margolin’s statement from Aveiro

"given that design is a contingent practice based on conception and planning, its multiple
possibilities are not revealed simply by doing it".

There is a great deal of concepts in work today but what I find missing are ideas. The idea for
this research began in January 2000 when signs were noticed happening within the work of
my practice without intention. My fascination of simple form and of finding beauty in the

mundane led me to look for objects in the desert, due to its silent form, for this same
phenomenon and to document them with medium format photography. As the process
continued the photographs were organised in simple formal groups such as the circle, cross,

square, and triangle. The question of whether the telephone pole in one of the photographs
was intended to be the sign of the cross when it was constructed is still not one hundred
percent known.

Two years later, thanks to a generous grant from the Herberger Centre for Design Excellence
the research was broadened to a multi-disciplinary collaborative effort between a Seattle

Photographer, a Professor in the School of Architecture at Arizona State University and
myself. Since January 2002, we have attempted to investigate and show in photographs some
examples of strategic shifts of perception and depth of multivalent interpretation between

signs and symbols, through the close consideration of form, space, proportion, and
composition. Photographs from this collaboration were exhibited in the Design Gallery in the
College of Architecture and Environmental Design at Arizona State University during

September 2002.

It is my intention to continue the search for accidental signs both here in the Sonoran and
neighbouring deserts as well as to travel to deserts in other continents. The formal questions

that are being raised through this research will hopefully increase consideration in all similar
disciplines. The work so far has given me courage to continue to ask questions and realise an
idea that the only truth that I have ever known is a question.



INTRODUCTION

Thank you for your generous invitation and interest. The ideas and experiences I would like
to share with you have directly come from the photographic research I have made over the

past three years.

The idea for this research began in January 2000 when I discovered signs within the work of

my practice, without intention. My fascination of simple form and for looking for beauty in
the mundane led me to seek out objects in the Sonoran desert to duplicate this same
phenomenon. I chose the desert for its silent form. The objects were documented with

photography. Medium format was chosen for its neutral square format.

The photographs were organised in simple formal groups, such as the circle, cross, square,

and triangle. As the research continued I began to focus on the sign of the cross, due to the
simple indication that two lines make when intersecting.

SIGN AND SYMBOL

‘Since it is very difficult to understand the essence of the visual sign by operating on pure

theory, scholars such as Peirce, Saussure, Barthes and Eco have had difficulty formulating
the results of their analyses relating to the sign. They are forced again and again to resort to
terms that are valid within linguistics but either prove completely inadequate in the language

of images or are extremely abstruse.’ (Hofmann, 1985).

‘Signs mean life.’ (Frutiger, 1989).

Frutiger’s definition is wonderful in that he relates signs to life. However, because of what I
have discovered, the term ‘mean’ leads to confusion. I also agree with Hofmann’s statement

about the difficulties of operating on pure theory because, through my process of
documenting with photography and organizing seven objects with similar form in the desert,
I discovered what might be the essence of sign and symbol.

Signs are forms of indication. Symbols are interpretations or meanings of signs. The 26
characters in the western alphabet are simple signs (Figure 1). Words, therefore are complex
signs (Figure 2). The sign of the cross may be the symbol for Christians, Mayans, Nazis,

Swiss, etc., but each group interprets it differently (Figures 3-6). In another context, when an
animal breaks a branch in the forest the branch is a sign. When that broken branch is
discovered, whatever the interpretation of cause may be, it becomes a symbol.
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BEGINNING

During my studies at the Basel School of Design/Switzerland I investigated the discipline of
signs for three years. This investigation of organising form to make space was critical to the

development of Signs by Accident.

The following slides show a booklet designed with the encouragement of instructor Heinz

Hiltbrunner showing a sign for a record company. The first slide shows the combination of
the sign of ‘g’ together with the sign of the circle that makes this complex sign (Figure 7).
Another layer of sign complexity is added with the introduction of typography as shown here

for the letterhead composition made together with my mentor, Wolfgang Weingart (Figure
8). Finally, the introduction of photography brings the complexity to the highest level shown
here with the vehicle identity and CD packaging (Figures 9-10). The booklet is 26 pages, plus

cover, at 21 x 22.5cm. It was printed with a Heidelberg one-colour sheet fed offset
lithography press on Siehl+Eika 100 gram text, uncoated bright white paper.

Working with instructor Moritz Zwimpfer, 10 experiments in colour transparency were made
with a 20cm screen-printing squeegee. After the first colour was pulled it was allowed to dry
for a week before overlaying the second. The results were this series of accidental crosses

(Figures 11-12). Windsor and Newton gouache on Arches bond paper 42 x 59.4cm. (Figure
11: colour 1: 1 part primary blue, and 3 parts permanent white. Colour 2: 1 part primary
yellow, and 2 parts permanent white. Figure 12: colour 1: scarlet lake. Colour 2: 1 part

permanent yellow deep, 1 part cobalt pale hue, and 1 part primary red).
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PRACTICE

The background of this research is important to note for the reason Victor Margolin stated
during the Aveiro conference. ‘Given that design is a contingent practice based on conception

and planning, its multiple possibilities are not revealed simply by doing it.’ I find that only by
evaluating work done in the practice, as well as with students, do questions arise.

In 1994 Andrew Weed Graphic Design opened in Seattle. Clients included Photodisc who
needed a series of catalogue covers. Finding the sign of the circle in one of the existing
catalogue photographs allowed for a clear identity to be established (Figures 13-14). Each

catalogue is 21.5 x 28cm. The photographs were scanned on a Linotype-Hell ChromoGraph
S3400 drum scanner. The files were trapped with the Scitex Full Autoframe Utility and
output to film on a Scitex Dolev 400. The covers were printed four-colour process with a

Heidelberg Speedmaster six-colour sheet fed offset lithography press on 120 pound Signature
gloss cover paper and then laminated.

In 1997, upon completing the design for the first cover of Arcade Journal for Design, I began
to realise why it made sense to me. The counter form and cross bar of the ‘A’ make an
accidental cross sign (Figures 15-16). The journal measures 26.5 x 38cm. Printed two-colours

black (one for light tones and one for dark tones) with a Goss SSC six-colour cold set web
lithography press on 60 pound James River offset paper.

The first idea for this poster, made in 1999, was to only show six books as if they were
resting on a shelf with the type on the binding. In positioning the books in order to
photograph them, two of them shifted by accident and made this accidental ‘M’ sign (Figure

17), 91.44 x 106.68cm. The photograph was made with a Minolta 5000 35mm single-lens
reflex camera on Ilford 100ASA film to print. Produced with a blackline proofing system.

Collaboration with George Suyama Architects in Seattle made the following project possible.
The seismic brace existing in front of Studio Theater in Seattle was already the sign of the
‘X’ (Figure 18). The 3.35 meter high brace was framed with a cast iron plate painted black.

The brace was painted zinc yellow. When finished the frame shadowed the upper portion of
the brace by accident. This made the brace similar to searchlights, one symbol for theatre.
The interior space needed directional signage. Attempting to work with objects found in
buildings, 15 220-volt electrical receptacles were positioned on aluminium wire track and lit

from above (Figure 19). Each receptacle makes the sign of a theatre mask (Figures 20-21).
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STUDENTS

Only through imagination and hard work were the students that I have worked with able to
discover these accidents in signs. The following projects were made during the same time as

the photographic research, since January 2000. Working with the combination of two or more
signs these complex signs occurred. The process of working with paint and cut paper is
critical in giving time to be critical of form and to make decisions.

In the Spring of 2000 at the School of Design at Arizona State University, the following
discoveries were made. Amethyst Saludo found that the combination of an ‘E’ together with

two lines could be interpreted as harpsichord or piano keys (Figures 22-23). In the spring of
2001, Ryan Emenecker made this flag sign along with this poster (Figures 26-27).

During the Summer of 2001, at the School of Art at the University of Oklahoma, I worked as
a visiting faculty with Daichi Hara who experimented by covering parts of this ‘4’ with two
white pieces of paper (Figure 28) in order to find various design tools (Figure 29). The

intention was not that the 4 be readable. It was only to show how much is possible within a
formal constraint.
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RESEARCH

Hopefully now that you have seen some of the work done in my practice as well as with
students you will see how the questions arose, and why I conducted this research.

One of the most exciting factors in working in the School of Design at Arizona State
University is the Sonoran Desert. It covers southwestern Arizona, southeastern California,

and northwestern Mexico. The silent form offered here brings out the sign quality in objects.
One factor that I have found to differentiate objects from visual signs is dimension. In order
to make the objects read as signs, it was critical to align the horizon with the centre of the

objects. This reduced any dimension that existed within the object.

The photographs were exposed with light and prints exposed from 6 x 6cm negatives with

light. The objects were photographed with a 1961 Hasselblad 500C (Figure 30) and a Carl
Zeiss 50mm lens set at an aperture of f32 with a tripod and polarising filter. The Kodak
Technical Pan film was exposed at a rating of 16 ASA.

Numbers have never and are still not a substitute for light. The sensitivity that light gives
especially in the difference between white and the lightest shade of grey is not possible to

measure with numbers. For this reason digital photography was not a possibility.

For the same reason colour film was not a possibility. The colour film available today is very

fast. Fast film is not sensitive enough to accurately translate colour. Another reason I chose to
work in black and white was to help show the similarities in the objects’ form. The colour
film experiments made in the beginning of this research made the compositions too

complicated so they did not relate with each other.

The following prints are enlarged to 43.815 x 43.815cm on Ilford Ilfobrom Galerie IG3.1K

50.8 x 60.96cm paper. A border of 3.5 cm was left at the top, left, and right of the print. This
raised ‘Polaroid’ format was developed so that the centre of the cross would occur at the
centre of the photograph area and the vertical bar of the cross would be centred on the print.

This was not only done to reduce the dimension in the objects but to emphasise symmetry.

‘At the most general symmetry is the rule and asymmetry is the exception. An artist or an
architect can, of course, use both or use only asymmetry, but I long ago reached an agreement

with what I consider the primary condition: art, for myself, and architecture for everyone,
should always be symmetrical except for a good reason.’ (Judd, 1986).

The only good reason I have found so far in my life is typography. When writing, typing,
typesetting, or composing more than one sign in western culture, it makes sense to start at the
upper left and move to the right and down. Likewise, symmetry makes sense when the same

actions occur with one sign.



Tin Electrical Meter Box (Figure 31) was discovered on West Skyline Drive in Pinal County,

Arizona. It is located on the edge of a concrete foundation from a demolished building. The
bars (in the photograph) have a weight of 7cm. The photograph was exposed for one second
at 4:15 p.m. on May 12, 2001. The camera level was 142cm from the ground.

Aluminium Sign/Wood Post (Figure 32) was discovered on West Judd Road at Hunt
Highway in Pinal County, Arizona. An exciting accident shown here is the similarity of

colour and weight of the sign markings to the wood post. They both have a weight of 4cm in
the photograph. This accident gives the feeling of the post coming through the aluminium
sign. The photograph was exposed for one half second at 12:30 p.m. on January 2, 2001. The

camera level was 348cm from the ground.

Wood Railroad Mile Marker (Figure 33) was discovered on State Route 285, 16 kilometres

south of Pecos, Texas. The horizontal bars start at the vertical bar and come forward. Again,
aligning the intersection with the horizon line has reduced most of the dimension making a
sign from an object. The vertical bar (wood post in the photograph) has a weight of 3.5cm.

The photograph was exposed for one second at 9:40 a.m. on August 8, 2001. The camera
level was 226cm from the ground.

Wood Mailbox Support (Figure 34) was discovered on West Gail Road in Pinal County,
Arizona. The position of the sun in this photograph was critical. The shadow cast from the
mailboxes emphasises the intersection of the two wood bars. Without this shadow the sign

would not read clearly. The bars (in the photograph) have a weight of 2.7cm. The photograph
was exposed for one half second at 2:30 p.m. on January 2, 2001. The camera level was
96.5cm from the ground.

Cast Iron Irrigation Valve (Figure 35) was discovered at the intersection of Arizona Avenue
and Pecos Road in Chandler, Arizona. The valve handle is a circle from above. This object

shows the reason to align the intersection with the horizon line, reducing the circle and
making the horizontal bars of the cross. The vertical bar (threaded rod in the photograph) has
a weight of 1.7cm. The photograph was exposed for one second at 4:30 p.m. on January 2,

2002. The camera level was 76.2cm from the ground.

Steel Road Sign Support (Figure 36) was discovered on State Route 347 and Maricopa Road
on the edge of the Ak-Chin Reservation, Arizona. The bars (in the photograph) have a weight

of 1.3cm. The photograph was exposed for one half second at 1:00 p.m. on January 15, 2001.
The camera level was 213cm from the ground.

Wood Telephone Pole (Figure 37) was discovered on North Drifter Pass Road at Wrangler
Road in Pinal County, Arizona. This object made the act of aligning the horizontal bar with
the horizon line difficult. I rented a large truck in order to be able to place the camera at the

same height as the horizontal bar. The bars (in the photograph) have a weight of 1cm. The
photograph was exposed for one second at 4:30 p.m. on November 15, 2000. The camera
level was 490.2cm from the ground.
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COLLABORATION

From December 2001 until September 2002, the research broadened into a collaborative
effort between Arthur Aubry, a photographer in Seattle; Max Underwood, Professor in the

School of Architecture at Arizona State University, and myself. This collaboration
culminated with an exhibition in the ASU Design Gallery. The exhibition contained 14 of
Aubry’s photographs, 14 of my own photographs, and the following reflective thoughts from

Underwood (Figures 38-39).

‘“How would the painter or poet express anything other than his encounter with the world?”

–Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Signs

Today, we are constantly being bombarded by a profusion of signs clamoring for our

attention. In recent studies, researchers have found that the average four year old has seen
more signs than their grandparents have their entire lives.

What I find significant about Arthur Aubry’s and Andrew Weed’s photographs in this
exhibition are how the images are able to provoke us to pursue the following questions.

1) How is the definition of a sign being transformed?

A sign may be defined as an action, condition, quality, occurrence, or visual object that

indicates a fact or conveys a meaning.  A sign generally requires three components: a subject,
a specific contextual environment, and a viewer’s perception of that phenomenon; after all,
perception is the result of historical changes in representation. Historically, signs, such as a

stop sign or tombstone, were precise and permanent points of reference with clearly defined
interrelationships between the subject, environment, and viewer—where meaning was clear
and concise. Today, we find ourselves in a new world, one of impermanence, undifferentiated

systems, and ever changing interrelationships between subject, environment, and the
viewer—where a sign’s true meaning is at first glance illusive and lies hidden beneath layers
of multivalent readings that must be questioned, unravelled, and deciphered.

2) What are the accidents?

The accidents Arthur and Andrew have only begun to investigate and capture in these

photographs are some examples of those strategic shifts of perception and depth of
multivalent interpretation. A desert sign’s meaning might lie with the moral or ethical
questioning of the subject. Or, in the juxtaposition of a visual object and its specific

landscape. Or, in the noticeable absence of any visual object whatsoever, where the
environment or the viewer’s cultural or personal knowledge must replace the visual object (as
in, for example, a missing stop sign at a busy intersection). Or, in the transformation of a

normally neutral object when it is made visual, thus transforming a non-sign into a sign. Or,
in a blurring of perceptual space that lies between a virtual and physical environment.



“When does the butterfly read

what flies written on its wings?

So it can understand its itinerary,

which letters does the bee know?

And with which numbers does the ant

subtract its dead soldiers?

What are cyclones called

when they stand still?”

 –Pablo Neruda, The Book of Questions’
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EVALUATION

In evaluating the work made so far I have formulated a number of ideas. The first is what I
call the checkerboard phenomenon. In the beginning, in order to keep the form generous and

reduce ‘noise’, checkers were avoided. It wasn’t until I had exposed several prints that I
realised that checkers do not physically exist (Figures 40-41). It is not possible for two black
squares to touch corners on a white background where an equal amount of black and white

exists. Either there will be more black or more white surface.

Second, through this work my level of fascination of architecture has become much higher. I

find architecture, or the organisation of form to make space, very similar to the activities in
Signs by Accident.

Third, the research has been made and not created. I have found creation, creativity, or the
creative process to be the act of making something from nothing. This act I have never
known in my life. Imagination is the act of making a picture in the mind from past

experiences in life. This act has been critical in the process of my work.
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CONCLUSION

The questions asked of my practice and work with students has brought forth many more
questions, though, such as: Are the signs happening in that work intentional?

Through this photography I have found specifically that signs are forms of indication.
Symbols though, are interpretations or meanings of signs. Depending on one’s experiences

and the context at the time of contact, the meaning or symbol of form will vary. It is
impossible to make form mean the same to every being that comes in contact with it. For this
reason, I would say that symbol has little relevance in design. To me, however, what is

relevant in design is form. Especially when it is made with generous proportion.

My intention is to continue these questions, as I make direct and indirect discoveries through

the process. I hope to continue documenting objects of similar form in other formally silent
lands on the earth.

The questions that I raise through this research will hopefully increase consideration to sign
and symbol in other disciplines. The work so far has given me courage to continue to ask
questions, and to realise an idea that the only truth that I have ever known is a question.
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PLATES

1. 26 Simple Signs. Chicago Typeface
2. Four Complex Signs. Chicago Typeface

3. Christian Cross
4. Mayan Cross
5. Swiss Cross

6. Nazi Cross
7.-10. Geffen Records Graphic Design Manual Pages. Instructor: Hiltbrunner, Basel School
of Design 1992-3

11.-12. Colour Transparency. Instructor: Moritz Zwimpfer, Basel School of Design 1992
13.-14. Photodisc Resource Book 2/6. Andrew Weed Graphic Design, Seattle 1995
15.-16. Arcade Journal for Architecture and Design in the Northwest 16.1. Andrew Weed

Graphic Design, Seattle 1995
17. Peter Miller 1999 Annual Sale Poster. Andrew Weed Graphic Design, Seattle
18.-21. Studio Theatre Signs. Andrew Weed Graphic Design, Seattle 1999

22.-23. ‘E’ sign positive/negative by Amethyst Saludo. ASU School of Design 2000
24.-25. ‘F’ sign positive/Flag Day International poster by Ryan Emenecker. ASU School of
Design 2001

26.-27. ‘4’ sign positive/nine design tools by Daichi Hara. University of Oklahoma School of
Art 2001
28. Hasselblad 500C

29. Powder Coated Metal Meter Boxes. Location: West Skyline Drive/Pinal County, Arizona.
Exposure: one second. Date/time: 12 May 2001/16:15 Camera level: 142cm.

30. Milled Aluminum Sign/Wood Post. Location: West Judd Road at Hunt Highway/Pinal

County, Arizona. Exposure: one half second. Date/time: 2 January 2001/12:30 Camera
level: 348cm.

31. Wood Railroad Sign/Wood Post. Location: State Route 285, 16 kilometers south of

Pecos, Texas. Exposure: one second. Date/time: 8 August 2001/9:40 Camera level
226cm.

32. Wood Mailbox Support. Location: West Gail Road/Pinal County, Arizona. Exposure: one

half second Date/time: 2 January 2001/14:30 Camera level: 96.5cm.
33. Cast Iron Irrigation Valve/Milled Steel Threaded Rod. Location: Arizona Avenue at

Pecos Road/Chandler, Arizona. Exposure: one second. Date/time: 2 January 2002/16:30
Camera level: 76.2cm.

34. Powder Coated Metal Road Sign Support. Location: State Route 347 at Maricopa
Road/Outside Edge of Ak-Chin Reservation, Arizona. Exposure: one half second.
Date/time: 15 January 2001/13:00 Camera level: 213cm.

35. Wood Telephone Pole. Location: North Drifter Pass Road at Wrangler Road/Pinal
County, Arizona. Exposure: one second. Date/time: 15 November 2000/16:30 Camera
level: 490.2cm.

36.-37. Desert Signs by Accident Exhibit. Design Gallery, College of Architecture and
Environmental Design, ASU September 2002.
38. Something-called checkers with too much black

39. Something-called checkers with too much white


